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Brill’s Linguistic Bibliography Online (LBO)
is a linguistic reference tool for scholars
and students of languages and linguistics.
LBO contains over 450,000 bibliographical
descriptions of linguistic publications
and records are added on a monthly basis.
Special attention is given to publications on

theoretical linguistics and on endangered
and/or lesser-studied languages. Publications
in any language are collected, analyzed and
annotated by an international team of linguists
and bibliographers using an advanced system
of subject and language keywords.
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1. Accessing LBO
Access LBO through your subscribed university library in order for all features to work
properly. Typically a catalogue or database search will provide the link and depending on local
arrangements you will have to submit your (local) username and password to open the LBO
home page.

2. Home page
The home page displays the simple search field (see: 4. Simple search) and four tabs:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Browse: Lists of subject keywords, language keywords and journals (see: 3. Browse).
News: Details on the monthly update including recently added keywords and
journals.
Contributors: Information about our specialist bibliographers.
About: Information on the organization of LBO and its history, abstracting policy,
and a list of abbreviations used.

3. Browse
Browsing LBO is most effective when making use of the lists of language keywords, subject
keywords, journals, publication types and linguistic theories/accounts. The lists are updated
quarterly.

3.1 Language keywords
The list of language keywords contains the keywords used for annotating languages, including
language families, dialects, regional varieties and (sub)systems irrespective of their official
status, if any (LBO does not differentiate).

Note that variant language terms in black refer to their corresponding blue standard term
used in LBO, e.g. “Aage (variant term) see: Esimbi (standard term)”. By clicking a standard term
such as “A Fala”, all records relating to this language will appear:

3.2 Subject keywords
The subject keywords on the separate list work in exactly the same way as the language keywords. Click the relevant keyword in order to see all related records in LBO.

3.3 Journals
The journals list displays all journals or periodicals which are indexed in LBO (including periodicals that are now obsolete) along with their ISSN, eISSN, and the number of bibliographical
records present for that journal in LBO to date. Click on a journal title to retrieve a list of all
articles and reviews in LBO from that journal.

3.4 Publication types
This list allows you to search publications by type, such as ‘Corpus’, ‘Dictionary’, ‘Conference
proceedings’ etc.

3.5 Linguistic theories/accounts
Click any keyword on this list to search for specific linguistic theories, accounts, approaches,
etc.

4. Simple search
The simple search bar is located at the top of the screen. Simple search allows for a full-text
search of all fields, including titles, abstracts, keywords, journal or series titles, personal names
etc; it is insensitive to case. By default, the search engine searches all words separately, i.e. it
treats the query as a Boolean AND, e.g. entering ‘locative alternation’ (without quotes) results
in records on both the locative and alternations. Use double quotes to search for an exact
phrase, e.g. entering “locative alternation” (with double quotes) results in records on the
phenomenon of locative alternation.

Searches may be narrowed down by including a language, e.g.:

The search terms in the example above happen to correspond to keywords applied in the LBO
annotation system. In simple search, however, any term beyond the annotation system may be
searched. Please note in this respect that non-English and also non-alphabetic search terms
may be used.

5. Advanced search
Enter the ‘Advanced search’ mode via the link below the ‘Search’ button. Advanced search
allows for more narrow searches using the fields author name, (part of a) title, subject
keyword, language keyword and publisher.

Example 1: If you are looking for a certain author with the name ‘Brian Smith’, fill in “Smith,
Brian” in the search bar ‘With this author’ and click ‘Search’.

Subsequently, search results are displayed for (among others) Brian D. Smith as well as Brian
W. Smith. Click the relevant name in order to retrieve all of the records featuring that person
as an author, editor, subject, reviewer or translator.

Example 2: For a search for etymological dictionaries from publisher Brill, enter “etymological
dictionary” in the ‘Search for’ field, and “Brill” in the ‘Publisher’ field. Click ‘Search’ to see the
results.

Example 3: If you are looking for publications on ergativity in Basque, enter “Ergativity” in the
subject keywords field and “Basque” in the language keywords field.

Please note: The search fields for subject keywords and language keywords only accept search
terms which correspond exactly to the keywords defined in the browsable keyword lists,
which may be consulted in the home page’s “Browse” tab (see: 3. Browse). As a consequence,
“Modern Dutch”, a valid keyword from the language keyword list, will be accepted, but
“present-day dutch” will yield no search results. Note that the search field for subject keywords
also accepts any keyword from the lists “Publication types” and “Linguistic theories/accounts”.
Example 4: If you are looking for publications on the language of the Septuagint, but you want
to exclude Greek from the results, fill in the fields as follows.

6. Search tips & tricks
Personal names: In LBO, all name variants (if any) of an author, editor etc. are linked to a
single standard name or “index name”. In the presentation of the records, this index name is
presented between square brackets, next to the variant name used for the actual record. It is
important to note that a search on a variant name will only retrieve records including that
variant name and so, search results may not include records with other variant names of that
same person. However, clicking on the index name will yield the complete list of publications
connected to that particular author, editor etc. For example, fill in “Horst, van der”. Click the
index name [Horst, Johannes van der] in order to get a complete list of related records (the
variant name ‘Horst, Joop van der’ will yield the publications only with that specific name).

Sort search results: By default, search results are presented in order of relevance; in other
words, the records that match your query best are shown first. Altering the order of results is
possible by clicking on one of the options under the number of results: results can be sorted
either by relevance or publication date, i.e. either newest or oldest titles first.

Modify search: If a search yielded too many results or did not yield the results you were
looking for, the search may be modified. Clicking ‘Modify search’ next to the number of search
results will take you to the ‘Advanced search’ screen (see: 5. Advanced search).
Special characters: Accents and diacritics are ignored in the simple search field, i.e. searching
for ‘quī’ or ‘qui’ makes no difference. The hamza and ‘ayn in transliterated Arabic are ignored
as well; if you are looking for al-Maʾmūn, key in “al-Mamun”.
Wildcards: The “?” symbol may be used to perform a single character wildcard search; or you
may use the “*” symbol for zero or more characters.

Example: The query “a?laut” will match ‘Ablaut’ and ‘Anlaut’. The query “person*” will match
‘person’, ‘personal’ and ‘personification’. Accented characters are not supported in wildcard
expressions.
Fuzzy searches: If a certain word has alternative spellings, or if you are unsure how to spell a
certain word or name, a fuzzy search may be useful. To perform a fuzzy search, simply add the
“~” character to the end of the search term.
Example: The query “podniakov~” will match, among others, the author name ‘Pozdniakov’.
Proximity searches: The “~” character plus a number at the end of a phrase will give you the
records in which these terms occur within e.g. 3 words of each other.
Example: The search “differential marking”~1 will show results for “differential marking”, but
also for “differential object marking” and “differential subject marking”.
Boolean operators: AND, OR and NOT are allowed Boolean operators (only if they are typed
in upper case).
Example: Pidgins and creoles as a combination may be looked up by entering “pidgins AND
creoles”.

7. Filters
Search results can easily be narrowed down by applying one or more filters, which can be
found in the column to the left. There are filter options for publication year, type and language, as well as for subject and language keywords. Note that ‘Reviewed Item’ (under ‘Filter
by type’) selects reviewed books, and ‘Book’ will yield unreviewed books.
Example: The available filters to be applied on the search results after searching for “locative
alternation”:

Example: If you wish to view publications on locative alternation only from the last two years,
apply the filter ‘Since 2017’.
Example: In the same way, all publications on locative alternation in a certain publication
language (i.e. the language in which the publication was written) may be filtered, for instance,
Japanese.
Filters may also be combined to narrow down search results, for instance by subject and
language.
Example: If you are looking for publications on locative alternation specifically relating to the
subfield of lexical semantics and on the Modern Japanese language, select ‘Lexical semantics’
and ‘Modern Japanese’.

8. Accessing publications
Clicking on one of the titles in a search result list will open its full bibliographical record:

More information about a publication may be gathered from the bibliographical metadata
such as the author, publication language, source, publication year, publisher and record type,
as well as a DOI or URL and abstract(s), depending on availability. At the bottom of the record,
you will find the descriptors for this specific record, i.e. the subject and language keywords.
Note that data in blue are hyperlinks which will enable you to continue your search (in the
above example: author, journal and the language and subject keywords). Editorial notes
contain additional data on the publication, e.g. on the availability of an abstract, a reference
to another related record, or conference details.
Publications may be accessed in two ways:
1. If provided (and on condition that you are logged in via your library), the icon next to the
title will take you to your library’s holdings. In the example above, this is the ‘Get it @Leiden’
icon (the actual icon may vary as it is provided by your library).
2. DOI links, handle links and URLs will redirect you to the online resource(s) that, in many
cases, provide (a PDF version of) the full text. As these links often lead to the publication’s

source, i.e. its publisher, accessibility to the publication itself will vary and may be open access
or for subscribers only (which may require a login via your institution).

9. Advantages of a personal account
Registering for a personal account on LBO (which is free and easy) will enable you to improve
your search experience by taking advantage of several search tools, such as the options to
save, specify, share and export your search results. After having created a personal account
(this may be done by clicking ‘Register’), the tools, listed below, will appear in the right-hand
column.

9.1 Save a record
Single records may be saved by starring them, by means of clicking the star in front of the title.

Go to ‘Starred items’ in order to view and manage your starred records. This allows you to
easily look up the starred titles at a later moment.

9.2 Label a record
Labeling records makes it possible to store records in personal collections, which will help
you manage the literature you collected for several different projects. In order to label a
publication, click on the title, click on ‘Apply label’ in the right-hand column, and select the
appropriate label or create a new label of your own choosing.

To view and manage your labeled records, click ‘Manage labels’ in the right-hand column.

9.3 Save the current search
Complete a search and click ‘Save this search’. Open your account to view and manage your
saved searches. The saved search queries will automatically be updated when LBO is updated
(monthly).

9.4 Create email alert
After saving a search, it is possible to create an email alert (the button will appear after saving
the search), so that you will receive an automatic notification by email each time a (new)
related publication is added to LBO.

9.5 Search history
On the ‘Your account’ page, your search history can be viewed. LBO records your search
history of the past 30 days. The search history may be deleted manually.

9.6 Export citation
Once a record has been opened, the entry can be exported into plain text in MLA or Chicago
format, or into your citation manager (Endnote (RIS) or Refworks).

10. Questions?
Please feel free to contact us whenever questions arise while using Linguistic Bibliography
Online:
For subscriptions, access and free trials please contact
sales-us@brill.com (the Americas)
sales-nl@brill.com (Europe, the Middle East, Africa or Asia-Pacific)
For editorial questions please contact
Eline van der Veken at veken@brill.com.
Please report technical issues to
support@brill.com (mentioning “LBO” and any relevant URLs)

